We present a 5D Z 2 -symmetric IR-UV-IR model with a warped KK-parity under which the bulk fields have towers of either even or odd KK-modes. We show that this Z 2 -symmetric geometry is equivalent to two times the UV-IR geometry (Randall-Sundrum model) provided each bulk field is subject to Neumann (or mixed) and Dirichlet boundary conditions at the UV-brane for even and odd fields, respectively. The 5D Standard Model (SM) bosonic sector is considered, such that in the 4D low-energy effective theory the Z 2 -even zero-modes correspond to the SM degrees of freedom, whereas the Z 2 -odd zero modes serve as a dark sector. In the zero-mode scalar sector, the even scalar mimics the SM Higgs boson, while the odd scalar (dark-Higgs) is stable and serves as a dark matter candidate. Implications for this dark matter are discussed; it is found that the dark-Higgs can provide only a small fraction of the observed dark matter abundance.
Introduction
The 5D warped model of Randall and Sundrum (RS) with two D3-branes (RS1) provides an elegant solution to the hierarchy problem [1] . The two D3-branes are localized at the fixed points of the S 1 /Z 2 orbifold, a "UV-brane" at y = 0 and an "IR-brane" at y = L (UV-IR model), see Fig. 1 . The metric for the RS geometry is [1] ,
where k is a constant of the order of 5D Planck mass M * . Randall and Sundrum showed that if the 5D theory involves only one mass scale M * then, due to the presence of non-trivial warping along the extra-dimension, the effective mass scale on the IR-brane is rescaled to m KK ≡ ke −kL ∼ O(TeV) for kL ∼ O(37). RS-like warped geometries offer an attractive solution to many of the fundamental puzzles of the SM, mostly through geometric means. In the same spirit, one can ask if RS-like warped extra-dimensions can shed some light on another outstanding puzzle of SM, the lack of a candidate for dark matter (DM) which constitutes 83% of the observed matter in the universe. It appears that RS1-like models (involving two branes and warped bulk) are unable to offer an analogue of KKparity, as RS1 geometry is not symmetric around any point along the extra-dimension and hence does not allow a KK-parity. As a result it cannot accommodate a realistic dark matter candidate. To cure this problem we extend the RS1-like warped geometry in such a way that the whole geometric setup becomes symmetric around a fixed point in the bulk. We construct a IR-UV-IR geometric setup, where two AdS copies are glued together at the UV fixed point [2] , a cartoon of such a geometric setup is shown in Fig. 2 . Similar geometric setups are also considered by Refs. [3, 4, 5] .
UV-brane IR-brane
In this work, we place the SM bosonic sector fields, including the Higgs doublet, in the bulk of the IR-UV-IR geometry. The geometric Z 2 parity (y → −y symmetry) leads to "warped KKparity", i.e. there are towers of even and odd KK-modes corresponding to each bulk field. In the weak backreaction scenario we focus on the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) induced by the bulk Higgs doublet and low energy aspects of the 4D effective theory for the even and odd zero-modes assuming the KK-mass scale is high enough ∼ O(few) TeV. In the effective theory the even and odd Higgs doublets mimic a two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) scenario -the truncated inert-doublet model -with the odd doublet similar to the inert doublet but without corresponding pseudoscalar and charged scalars. All the parameters of this truncated 2HDM are determined by the UV-brane IR-brane IR-brane e −2k|y| e −2k|y|
The geometric configuration for the Z 2 -symmetric IR-UV-IR model.
fundamental 5D parameters of the theory and the choice of boundary conditions (b.c.) for the fields at y = ±L. (Note that the boundary or "jump" conditions at y = 0 follow from the bulk equations of motion in the case of even modes, whereas odd modes are required to be zero by symmetry.) There are many possible alternative choices for the b.c. at ±L. We allow the field to have an arbitrary value at ±L as opposed to requiring that the field value itself be zero, i.e. we employ Neumann or mixed b.c. rather than Dirichlet b.c. at ±L. With these choices, the symmetric setup yields an odd Higgs zero-mode that is a natural candidate for dark matter. We compute the one-loop quadratic (in cutoff) corrections to the two scalar zero modes within the effective theory and discuss their mass splitting. We calculate the dark matter relic abundance in the cold dark matter paradigm. The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we provide the background solutions for the IR-UV-IR model and define the warped KK-parity due to the Z 2 geometry. Moreover, in this section we also show that the IR-UV-IR model is equivalent to two times the RS1 geometry (UV-IR), where each bulk field has an even and an odd field copy, so that each bulk field satisfies the Neumann (or mixed) and Dirichlet b.c. at y = 0 corresponding to the even and odd KK-modes, respectively. We discuss EWSB for the 5D SM gauge sector due to the bulk Higgs doublet in our Z 2 symmetric model with warped KK-parity in Sec. 3 and obtain a low-energy 4D effective theory containing all the SM fields plus a real scalar -a dark matter candidate. In subsection 3.1 we calculate the relic abundance of the dark-matter candidate. We summarize our findings in Sec. 4.
A Z 2 symmetric IR-UV-IR model and warped KK-parity
In this section we provide the background solution for the Z 2 symmetric background (IR-UV-IR) geometry and show how warped KK-parity is manifested within this symmetric warped geometry. We also show that the IR-UV-IR model is equivalent to two times the UV-IR geometry if the bulk fields satisfy both the Neumann (or mixed) and Dirichlet b.c. at the UV-brane, hence providing an even and an odd tower of KK-modes, respectively.
The gravitational action for the Z 2 -symmetric IR-UV-IR model can be written as [2] ,
where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ B is the bulk cosmological constant and λ UV (λ IR ) is the brane tension at the UV(IR)-brane. Above and henceforth the Dirac delta functions at end branes are defined in such a way that their integral is 1/2. The action contains the Gibbons-Hawking boundary action,
where K is the intrinsic curvature of the surface of the boundary manifold ∂ M . The solution of the Einstein equations resulting from the above action is the RS metric (1.1), where the bulk cosmological constant Λ B is related to the brane tensions as [2] 
which implies that one needs a positive tension brane at y = 0 and two negative tension branes at y = ±L.
We would like to comment here that the size of extra dimension could be stabilized in the IR-UV-IR setup through a Goldberger and Wise (GW) mechanism [6, 7] . One of our aims is to analyse EWSB due to a 5D SU(2) Higgs doublet in the IR-UV-IR model, it turns out that one can also employ the same bulk SU(2) Higgs doublet as the GW stabilizing field, see e.g. Refs.
[2, 8, 9, 10].
Warped KK-Parity
We assume that the geometric Z 2 -symmetry considered above is exact for our 5D theory. If the 5D theory has this Z 2 -parity (symmetry) then the Schrödinger-like potential for the bulk fields is symmetric, hence all the eigenmodes (wave-functions) of the Schrödinger-like equation are either even (symmetric) or odd (antisymmetric). A general field Φ(x, y) can be KK decomposed as
Due to the Z 2 geometry, the wave functions f n (y) are either even or odd, so that Φ(x, y) can be written as
Due to the geometric Z 2 symmetry, an odd number of odd KK-modes cannot couple to an even number of even KK-modes in the 4D effective theory. Therefore, the lowest odd KK-mode will be stable and may serve as a dark matter candidate.
Our choice of b.c. will be such that the odd (even) modes satisfy Dirichlet (Neumann or mixed) boundary (jump) conditions (b.c.) at y = 0, respectively. As for the odd modes, continuity implies that they must be zero at y = 0. At the IR-branes we choose the Neumann (or mixed) b.c. for both even and odd modes.
RS1 relation to the IR-UV-IR model
Let us consider the action for a bulk real scalar field Φ (±) (x, y) in the IR-UV-IR model 1,2 ,
where V (Φ (±) ) and λ UV (IR) (Φ (±) ) are the bulk and brane-localized potentials, respectively. The above action has an exact Z 2 -geometric symmetry and hence it can be written as two times the UV-IR geometry (RS1) where each bulk field has an even and an odd field copy, i.e.
where the fieldsΦ (±) (x, y) in the UV-IR geometry are related to fields Φ (±) (x, y) in the full IR-UV-IR geometry as:Φ (±) (x, y) ≡ Φ (±) (x, y)/ √ 2 (the factor of 1/ √ 2 takes into account the fact that the geometric volume in UV-IR geometry is half of the full IR-UV-IR geometry). Therefore, the canonically normalized fields in the UV-IR geometry would need rescaled couplings. Above, the bulk fields would be subject to Neumann (or mixed) and Dirichlet b.c. at the UV-brane, in the case of the even and odd fields, respectively.
Standard Model bosonic sector in the IR-UV-IR model
Here we consider the SM bosonic sector in the bulk of the IR-UV-IR model to study the phenomenological implications of our symmetric geometry. As discussed in the previous section the physics of the full IR-UV-IR setup can be described completely by two times the RS1 geometry, i.e. UV-IR setup. However in that scenario each bulk field would be to subject to Neumann (or mixed) and Dirichlet boundary conditions at y = 0 for even and odd fields, respectively. Hence, we consider only a single AdS slice (UV-IR geometry) and require that each field satisfy the b.c. corresponding to even and odd fields, i.e. each bulk field has an even and an odd field copy. The 5D action for the electroweak sector of the SM in the UV-IR geometry can be written as
where F a MN and B MN are the 5D field strength tensors for SU(2) and U(1) Y , respectively with a being the number generators of SU(2). Above, H (±) are the even and odd SU(2) doublets and the 1 Due to the warped KK-parity each bulk field is even (+) or odd (−) in the IR-UV-IR model. 2 In our notations the capital Roman indices represent five-dimensional (5D) objects, i.e. M, N, · · · = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 and the Greek indices label four-dimensional (4D) objects, i.e. µ, ν, · · · = 0, 1, 2, 3.
brane potentials are
In our approach, we do not put the Higgs quartic terms in the bulk nor on the UV-brane since we want EWSB to take place near the IR-brane. The covariant derivative D M is defined as follows:
where τ a are Pauli matrices and g 5 (g 5 ) is the coupling constant for the A a M (B M ) fields. We choose the 5D axial gauge by taking V 5 (x, y) = 0, where
Note that after choosing the 5D axial gauge there remains a 4D residual gauge transformation U(x) (independent of y), which is even under the geometric parity [2] . We rewrite the Higgs doublets in the following form:
where 1 and τ 1 are the unit and first Pauli matrices, respectively. Above H and Π are defined as (the parity indices are suppressed)
The KK-decomposition of the Higgs doublets H (±) (x, y) and the gauge fields V (±)
where
n (y) and a
10) 12) where the warped function A(y) = −k|y|. The above KK-modes are subject to the following b.c.
Under the assumption that the KK-scale is high enough, i.e. m KK ∼ O(few) TeV, we can consider an effective theory where only the lowest modes (zero-modes with masses much below m KK ) are allowed. It is important to note that the odd zero-mode wave functions obey a 
and
The zero-mode effective action can be written as
where the scalar potential can be written as
The covariant derivative D µ is defined as
whereÂ µ is defined asÂ
In the above scalar potential the mass parameter µ and quartic coupling λ are defined as,
where δ IR , m KK and β are given by
Concerning the symmetries of the above potential, one can notice that 
The above potential has four degenerate vacua [2] , we choose the vacuum such that the Higgs field H 1 acquires a vev, whereas the Higgs field H 2 does not, i.e.
Fluctuations around the vacuum of our choice are
where Π contains the pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons π W ± ,Z . We choose the unitary gauge in which π W ± ,Z are gauged away and the gauge bosons W ± µ and Z µ become massive. In the unitary gauge our effective action is
where the masses are,
It is worth noticing here that the Higgs mass m h and the dark scalar mass m χ are modified by quantum corrections. The above masses are those obtained after taking into account 1-loop quadratically divergent contributions within the effective theory. However, to get the Higgs mass m h = 125 GeV we need to fine-tune the parameters of the theory. We plot the fine-tuning measure ∆ m h (defined in Ref. [2] ) as a function of the effective cutoff scale Λ ≡ m KK in Fig. 3 . The most stringent bounds on the KK-scale m KK in the RS1 geometry with a bulk Higgs come from electroweak precision tests (EWPT) by fitting the S, T and U parameters [11, 12] . The lower bound on the KK mass scale in our model (AdS geometry, i.e. A(y) = −k|y|) is m KK 2.5 TeV for β = 0 and m KK 4.3 TeV for β = 10 at 95% C.L. [11] . This implies a tension between fine-tuning (naturalness) and the lower bound on the KK mass scale m KK . The region within the gray lines in Fig. 3 shows the current bounds on the KK mass scale for our geometry and the associated fine-tuning.
As illustrated in Fig. 3 the dark matter mass m χ is raised linearly with the cut-off scale Λ. An interesting aspect of our model is that dark matter is predicted to be heavier than the SM Higgs boson. A natural value of the cutoff coincides with the mass of the first KK excitations, which are experimentally limited to lie above a few TeV (depending on model details and KK mode sought). The strongest version of the EWPT bound requires m KK > ∼ 2.5 TeV [11] , corresponding to m χ > ∼ 500 GeV, for which ∆ m h is a very modest ∼ 18. Our model is most consistent for 500 GeV < ∼ m χ < ∼ 1200 GeV, where the upper bound is placed by requiring that the fine-tuning measure ∆ m h be less than 100.
Dark matter relic abundance
In this subsection we calculate the dark matter relic abundance. The diagrams contributing to dark matter annihilation are shown in Fig. 4 . The squared amplitudes |M | 2 corresponding to the contribution of each final state to dark matter annihilation are: final states. The main contributions for these final states are those generated by contact interactions χ χWW (ZZ), whereas, all the other final states that include the Higgs boson h or the top quark are very small in comparison to χ χ → WW (ZZ). The dark matter relic abundance Ω χ h 2 is shown in Fig. 5 (right panel). We observe that Ω χ h 2 < ∼ 10 −4 once the electroweak precision bound on the KK mass scale m KK is imposed [2] .
Conclusions
In this article, we constructed a model with Z 2 geometric symmetry which allows a warped KKparity such that all the bulk fields are either even or odd under this parity. We employed the SM gauge sector in the bulk of the Z 2 -symmetric geometry and analysed EWSB due to the bulk Higgs. The zero-mode effective theory appropriate at scales below the KK scale, m KK , was obtained. The resulting model has the following features.
4. In the low energy (zero-mode) effective theory, we have all the SM fields plus a dark-Higgs -dark matter candidate. In the low energy effective theory we have calculated the mass of the SM Higgs and the dark-Higgs. Using the strongest version of the EWPT bound m KK > ∼ 2.5 TeV, one gets the lower bound on the dark-Higgs mass to be 500 GeV. In the end, our model is most consistent for 500 GeV < ∼ m χ < ∼ 1200 GeV if we allow a maximum of 1% fine-tuning in the parameters of the theory.
5. We have calculated the relic abundance of the dark-Higgs in the cold dark matter approximation. For m χ in the above preferred range, Ω χ h 2 < ∼ 10 −4 as compared to the current experimental value of ∼ 0.1.
